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The Parkes 300-900 MHz 
Rotation Measure Survey

● This survey is a wide-band, spectro-polarimetric survey of 
the diffuse polarized emission,

● made possible by:

● wideband feeds and receivers,

● wideband, digital polarimeters,

● rotation measure synthesis.

● Frequency coverage from 300 to 900 MHz.

● Southern sky, absolutely calibrated.



Science Goals
The goals are to study:

●  the morphology of the local MIM

●  the disk-halo transition

●  interstellar turbulence

●  the large-scale Galactic magnetic field

●  the origin of objects only seen in polarization

Major challenges:

● Ionospheric Faraday rotation (~60°-100° @ 300 MHz)

● Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)

● Absolute calibration 



Status

● Pilot observations with prototype receiver made in Sep 
2008 

● Proposal request: 1800 hours over 3.5 years, 4 runs per 
year, each run about 14 nights

● Sky coverage: +20° to -90° DEC

● RMS noise: ~ 3 mK (but depends on RFI)

● Survey observations began in Sep 2009

● Approx. 1000h observed, ~200h more in this semester 



Prototype 300-900 MHz Rx

● Installed in Sep 2008, 
for one week

● Based on the Eleven-
feed by P. S. Kildal

● RFI situation acceptable 
in the 300-900 MHz 
band

● Digital TV at 600 MHz, 
requires use of stop-
band filter

● But: resonances in the 
bottom band and low 
gain in the top band



Final 300-900 MHz Rx

● Redesign and optimization 
of the prototype feed in 
2009

● Improved design requires 
feeds twice as large as the 
prototype



Performance

● Tsys ~ 250 K

● Beam very well behaved 
(circular, HPBW from 71' 
to 43')

● Similar gain in top and 
bottom band

● No resonances

● But: Tsys may be too high 
in the top band (>600 
MHz) to reach our science 
goals



Total Power (300-470 MHz)

● 20% of the final data set used for this map

● map shows average over entire bottom band (300-
470 MHz)

● basic RFI flagging done



Total Power (650-870 MHz)

● 20% of the final data set used for this map

● average over top band (650-870 MHz)

● basic RFI flagging

● result: low signal-noise ratio in our top band



Instrumental Polarization

● <450 MHz: ~ 5-10%

● >650 MHz: ~10-30%



Ionospheric Faraday Rotation

● Plots shows IFR 
predicted by PIM for 
several survey scans 
at different days 

● Correcting IFR: 1) 
my using models for 
the ionosphere; 2) 
„Complex basket 
weaving“? 



Ground Radiation (Spillover)

● Ground radiation 
seems to depend 
on Azimuth

● Higher for West 
scans

● Trees?

● Buildings?



RFI (300-470 MHz)

● Total power

● Some basic RFI 
flagging done

movie2.gif



Polarized Intensity

● 337, and 415 MHz

● Very basic processing

● No absolute calibration

● No basket weaving 
(baseline adjustment)



Rotation Measure Synthesis
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- RM-Synthesis can disentangle synchrotron emission and Faraday 
rotation layers.

- Each frame of an RM-Synthesis movie shows polarized emission 
at a different Faraday depth ϕ



Rotation Measure Synthesis
● Requires wide-band spectro-polarimetry

● For the diffuse emission: requires absolute calibration of data

● 3 parameters important for RM-Synthesis observations:

● resolution in Faraday depth

● sensitivity to extended RM structures 

● the highest RM 

● determined by frequency coverage (actually λ2 coverage) and 
spectral resolution
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Preliminary RM-Synthesis of 
Parkes 300-900 MHz Survey

● Uncleaned RM-Synthesis

● Frequency range: 300-470 MHz

● Each frame shows polarized emission at a 
different Faraday depth

● 4 rad/m2 resolution in Faraday depth

movie.gif



RM-Synthesis of the Northern 
Sky at 1.4 – 1.7 GHz

Wolleben et al., AJ, 2010



- Frequency range: 1.4-1.7 GHz

- Each frame shows polarized emission at a different Faraday depth.

- Galactic coordinates, third dimension: Faraday depth φ

- RMS noise: 25 mK in a single channel, 1 mK in an RM-Synthesis frame

- RM cleaning performed

- Resolution in Faraday depth: 132 rad/m2

- Largest scale in Faraday depth: 106 rad/m2

 

movie_jet.gif

Wolleben et al., AJ, 2010



Filaments in the Faraday 
Rotation Map

- Map shows φ of the dominant emission in each pixel (the position of the peak 
in the RM-Synthesis spectrum for each pixel)

- Grey scales chosen to emphasize structures with φ > 0

- Contour line corresponds to φ = 0 rad/m2

- Four yellow lines, fitted by eye, indicate location of four filaments identified in   
  the Faraday rotation map



More Filaments in RM-
Synthesis Frames

- RM-Synthesis frames showing polarized 
intensity at various Faraday depths

- Four yellow lines are repeated in the 60 
rad/m2 frame

- Blue and red lines indicate polarized 
filaments, identified in the RM-Synthesis 
cube



Association with HI Bubble
(LAB HI Survey, Kalberla 2005)

- Map of HI temperature at 15 kms-1

- Polarized filaments associated with HI bubble

- correlations and anti-correlations between polarized intensity and HI

- Position of the Upper-Scorpius OB association today and 5 Myr ago



The B-Field

- Positive φ in the east changes to negative 
φ in the west, suggesting that the B-field is 
wrapped around the bubble.

- Polarized emission at φ=0 rad/m2 along 
the centre of the bubble links these two 
regions.

- Shape and implied B-field configuration of 
this HI bubble suggest that is has expanded 
asymmetrically.

- Expansion constrained to only one 
direction along the line-of-sight.



Distance, Origin, and B-Field
● Expanding HI shells associated with stellar winds and supernovae explosions originating in 

the stars of the Scorpius-Centaurus OB association

● Upper Scorpius sub-group is the farthest away (145 pc), in the centre of the western side 
of the HI shells.

● The shells act as a Faraday-rotating screen to the strong background emission and also as 
a weaker mixed emitting and rotating slab

● These structures are not associated with the North Polar Spur as they do not resemble the 
shape of the spur

● Linear size of bubble of the order of 200pc x 100pc

● Nearside is 95pc away, far side 195pc away

● Wall of Local Bubble about 80pc away in this direction

● No Hα emission found (VTSS/WHAM)

● RM must be due to enhanced B-field

● average ne approx 0.02 cm-3

● shell thickness ~13pc, path length ~100pc

● 50-60 rad/m2 corresponds to BII approx 20-34 μG



Anti-Symmetries in the 
Faraday Rotation Sky

(Han et al, 1999)(Han et al, 1999)

- Observed antisymmetry of RMs in the inner Galaxy.

- Indicates azimuthal B-field with reversed field directions.

- This seems to suggest an A0 dynamo acting in the halo.



Anti-Symmetries in the 
Faraday Rotation Sky

- Several authors have pointed out that the 
antisymmetry may be due to Loop I

- Our data show that another local object (not 
the NPS) mimics the antisymmetric pattern of a 
large scale B-field

- Detection made possible by high angular 
resolution RM-maps of the diffuse Galactic 
emission

- ApJL: Wolleben et al. 2010

Pulsars (Han et al, 1999)Pulsars (Han et al, 1999) EG sources (Taylor et al, 2009)EG sources (Taylor et al, 2009)



Puzzle: RMs of Point Sources 
and Diffuse Emission

● Between 60° and 180° longitude RMs of point sources are 
all negative while RMs of diffuse emission are positive 
and negative.

● RMs of point sources approx. 5 times larger than RMs of 
diffuse emission



Future RM Surveys
(a biased view)

● ASKAP → POSSUM project (PI: Gaensler, Taylor, Landecker)

● KAT-7, the South African SKA Pathfinder

→ 200 m baseline, 4 arcmin resolution, 500 MHz BW

→ in principle, L-Band RM survey of point sources 
should be possible



Final Remarks

- ''Observers bringing their own 
receivers'', this seems only 
possible in Parkes...

- Parkes will be important for 
future polarization surveys

Thanks to the Parkes 
staff for making this 

survey possible!
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